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Introduction

By Lukas Kofoed Reimann

This publication was made in the context of the q-tutorium "Writing Intersectionally" which took place in the winter semester 2018-19 at Humboldt Universität zu Berlin. For 4 months we have worked with some of the many ways situated and embodied knowledges can influence and find expression in our own (academic) writing. In short, we have asked our selves how we can write in intersectional ways. How can we bring our own positionality into our writing? Can we translate embodied knowledges into text? Will writing differently help us think differently? How can we make our own writing more accessible, interesting and informative? This publication is the product of these questions.

At the core of this process was not only the conviction that how we write is inseparably linked with how we think, but also the idea that writing can be understood and used as a methodology for research. Practically this means that we have been writing since the first time we met and that all our texts are part of the conclusions we draw out of our research process. In other words, the practice of writing is both our shared methodology as wells as our result. Each participant has used writing to reflect on their own motivation to study and write as well as it has been the tool through which we have created research questions and in the end writing was instrumental to our self-reflection and evaluation. During the semester we have worked with questions ranging from the doing of writing, such as how to overcome the fear of a blank page and how to structure a writing process, over the political potential
in poetry to what intersectional research can look like when we begin to write it down. We have shared our writing with each other as often as the academic time frame could allow, and thus shared the self-reflection we have done through writing with the others, creating a room for different ways of doing and thinking about research than the common classroom discussion.

This publication consists of some of the texts the participants have written in the course of this process. They are a result of what can happen when we simultaneously let go of most of our rigid academic traditions and formats and take our own knowledge and thinking seriously. Each text has arisen out of different questions and interests, but they share the desire to write differently and to take intersectional thinking and situated knowledge seriously in how we write as much as we do in other areas of our research and studies.

In the end of the publication you will find an archive of things that have helped us along the way. You will find a list of tips, tricks and suggestions to help your writing as well as a bibliography of texts which all have inspired us in different ways.

We hope you enjoy reading our texts and that you might get inspired to try out writing differently yourself.
Every time I sit down to start writing, I want to write about the whole world at once. I want to write about my feelings, mental health under capitalism, borders, my pregnant friend (is she two persons yet?). I want to write about anthropocentrism and how to dismantle it, even if I'm still a human being. I want to write about the normalization of extreme-right politics, about interspecies entanglements, life as a molecular process, the memories of plants and where they store them. I want to write about sleep deprivation and being tired beyond words. I want to write about spirits and about love and I want it be like poetry and radical critique.

So I closed my blank notebook yesterday night and went to rest on my couch. I picked up a book by Mia You (I too, dislike it). Mia You writes that “the problem of writing is that it can go anywhere, touch anything, make everything be about something, whereas in life, you wake up, you brush your teeth, you eat breakfast, you do some work, you take care of the kids, you eat dinner, you brush your teeth and then the next day and then the next day.”

Linearity comes quite naturally to you when you’re just living your life. It feels like you’re going forward. Maybe, in writing too, I will have to find some kind of linearity to stop myself from going everywhere. But I don’t like going forward all the time. Sometimes, I just want to stop time from moving, press everything into this tiny frame and then rest for a bit. My
writing does not have to be linear like time. I just want the succeeding parts to make sense to someone at some point, in this particular order.

Although living might seem more linear than writing, at the same time, writing can order your thoughts. You think that what you write down is the expression of your authentic self, it is so naturally you! Writing about something that happened can make it seem so clear and graspable. The event becomes coherent like a map. You create a beginning and a middle and an end, and once it's put on paper it will never change again. It becomes more linear than real life. And bigger, more important. You make everything be about something.

For me, for now, the task is to start small. To start from my own body. Notice how my fingers keep on moving on the keynote, how these words miraculously come out before I've had time to properly think them through. The buzzing of my laptop gives a strange sensation to my wrists. From my wrists on, the buzzing moves through the rest of my body. I notice how my breakfast sits heavy on my stomach. On top of that, a spherical and see-through pill of Vitamin D, of which I believe it's getting me through this winter. The pill must have been absorbed by my intestine by now (or not yet, I really have no idea how long these things take). I once read somewhere that Vitamin D is usually “ejected” into the “extracellular fluid space”. It sounds extra-terrestrial to me and I like to think of the inside of my body like that.
Ich erinnere mich an die frustrierende Grunderfahrung meiner Jugend, dass keine sprachliche Form, die mir zur Verfügung stand, meiner Erfahrungs- und Gedankenwelt gerecht zu werden schien. Im Schreiben kam ich nie nah genug an das Erfahrene und Gedachte heran und nie weit genug weg, um es außerhalb von mir zu fassen zu kriegen.


Ich erinnere mich an meine Vorstellung während der Probenarbeit, dass
die Inszenierung bereits fertig wäre: gleich eines unentdeckten Kosmos. Dass die Reise dorthin ungewiss war, aber die Gewissheit, dass er bereits in ganzer Vollkommenheit in der Idee vorhanden war, mir großes Vertrauen schenkte.


Dann
Mir wurde
Ich konnte nicht
Ein Opfer von
Jemand hat
(Schweigen)
Ich bin

Viereinhalb Jahre später, ein Satz:
 Dann wurde ich im Theater Opfer von sexualisierter Gewalt.

Ich erinnere mich an die Mauer, die danach zwischen mir und diesem Schutzraum lag, der keiner mehr war.


Ich erinnere mich, keine Form, keinen Ausdruck, keinen Zugriff mehr auf meine Gedanken zu haben. Kreisend liefen sie ins Leere.


Leben und Theater hatten sich voneinander geschieden. Zurück blieb das Leben. Ohne eine Sprache, mit der ich es hätte beschreiben kön-
nen. Ohne ein Ich, das sich sprachlich vermitteln konnte.

Ich erinnere mich daran, dass meine Mentorin im Theater früher einmal sagte: Sei niemals privat, sei immer persönlich. Diese Frage hatte sich mir nie gestellt, sie hatte sich im Probenprozess scheinbar immer von selbst beantwortet. Ich vermute, dass ihr Ratschlag darauf abzielte, zu unterscheiden, was gesellschaftlich relevant sein könnte und was nicht. Sich persönlich vermitteln zu können heißt auch, seine Anliegen als gesellschaftliches Subjekt vermitteln zu können, sich als Vermittlerin seiner selbst zu begreifen und eine Sprache zur Verfügung zu haben, die für die Gesellschaft wahrnehmbar ist und sie herausfordert.

Ich erinnere mich, keine Unterscheidung zwischen privat und persönlich mehr treffen zu können.


Nun sitze ich hier und frage mich, wie schreibe ich nicht privat, aber persönlich? Wie kann ich mich vermitteln, um gehört zu werden? Wie kann ich mich selbst im Schreiben begreifen?


Sich selbst mit Hilfe von Sprache Distanz zum Erlebten und Gedachten verschaffen, sich sprachlich einordnen und vermitteln, das könnte ein Weg zu einem Leben mit Sprache sein.

Ein Leben in dem ich mich selbst wieder als gesellschaftliches Subjekt begreifen könnte. Eine Sprache, die Unfassbares fassbar machen könne-
Ich habe erfahren, dass Personen, die Marginalisierungs-, Diskriminierungs- oder Gewalterfahrungen ausgesetzt sind oder waren, in der Gefahr sind, den Verlust ihrer Selbstwahrnehmung als gesellschaftliches Subjekt zu erleiden. Das Ich, dass sich scheinbar von sich selbst geschieden hat, kann seine gesellschaftliche Verankerung nicht mehr spüren, ähnlich eines körperlichen Schmerzes, der erst das Bewusstsein für das schmerzende Körperteil schafft. Man kann seinen Blinddarm erst fühlen, wenn er entzündet ist. Ohne Trauma erscheint uns die Verankerung in uns selbst und in der Gesellschaft häufig als selbstverständlich. Durch das Trauma kann das Ich seine Sprache verlieren. Der Verlust dieser Sprache, der Verlust der Artikulation von Bedürfnissen, von Ängsten und Kritik, führt zu Isolation. Deshalb ist die entscheidende Frage wahrscheinlich weniger, was privat oder persönlich bedeutet oder was gesellschaftlich relevant erscheint oder nicht, sondern wie wir eine Form des Zuhörens entwickeln, die gerade da besonders sensibel ist, wo eine Stimme wieder sprechen lernt, wo ein Ich sich wieder als Subjekt begreift, wo das scheinbar Private politisch wird.

Ich werde mich erinnern, wie ich einen Text über meine Suche nach Sprache schrieb.
Thinking about the giraffe

By anonymous

13.11.2018

Here are some thoughts about the giraffe.

The giraffe is big and yellow with brown spots. Wait. Maybe it is actually brown with yellow spots. I am not sure. However, a distinctive feature of the giraffe is it’s long, long neck.

A neck connects a head with a body.

A long neck connects a head far away with a body nearby.

Despite the distance, the giraffe's head and body are still connected.

I recently learned that the unusual height of a giraffe require specific physiologies:

apparently the heart is large and strong

and apparently the blood veins are long and has some kind of flaps on them to secure that the blood does not flow too fast from the brain when the giraffe lowers its head to drink

and apparently near the brain the veins split into several and creates a so-called "wonder net" which regulates the blood pressure to the brain

Gender studies have for long been concerned about which life are considered as life. What follows is the question of what are considered nonlife or death. I am interested in exploring that.

Wow. So many headlines. Zoo authorities from Copenhagen Zoo have decided to kill a healthy giraffe named Marius who are genetically unsuitable for future breeding due to overrepresentation in the captive population. Public horrification.

As a self-evident truism, anthropocentrism conveys the idea that human life is the most central on Earth: human life is special, extraordinary, unique, exceptional. Exceptional life.


Okay. There really is something going on with those dichotomies of human/non-human, life/death, nature/culture that I need to understand... And why is everything always so complexly gendered, sexualized, racialized....?

A healthy giraffe is killed by humans
because it constitutes surplus according to humans
among the other giraffes that are put in the zoo by humans.

It is a matter of logistics.

It is a matter of space.

There is not space enough for a healthy, human-bred giraffe because the human-created space is too little.

They say it is a matter of science, of knowledge, of saving specific species - but it is also a matter of not-saving, of killing, specific species.
7.12.2018

The life of a giraffe in the zoo is designed by humans
The destiny of a giraffe in the zoo is designed by humans
The death of a giraffe in the zoo is designed by humans

Marius' life is designed to be, to happen, but then also to not happen, to end.

But wait, can we even call that a life to live? Should we call it a nonlife to not live?

And wait, is that even different from the lives of other beings?

And wait, do any of us actually live? Or do we all have nonlives to not live?


12.12.2018

We have an idea of nature and natural life as something opposite to culture, something wild and untamed. However, we keep trying to control and cultivate nature – the zoo and Marius' life is very much owned, administrated and controlled by humans.

As such Marius represent not nature in the sense of something wild and untamed, but as an owned, administrated, controlled, constructed...design. Is Marius both nature and culture, then? Or neither nature nor culture? Can we understand Marius' life (and death) in this way in terms of a “cyborg life”: a life outside the normative constructions of nature and culture, life and death?
12.12.2018

Is the giraffe life in the zoo a designed nonlife, a cyborg life?
Is the giraffe life much different from the lives of other species?
Is the designed giraffe life much different from my designed life?
Are we all designs, cyborgs, giraffes?
How great.
My gift is my writing

By Rodrigo Zorzaneli

It's been a long time I haven't done this. Yes, to write. There is something about the freedom and the beauty of the writing process itself. I want to experiment and explore while I write and I want this experience to be led by my feelings. Led by what feels right or round and by what makes sense for me.

Talking about writing reminds me of an earlier me, one that I refuse to connect to or to see as myself. An earlier me who wasn't able to blossom, to connect with what is inside. I thought I didn't know how to express myself in many ways but I was mistaken. I did this through writing. I remember sitting in cafés around Avenida Paulista, enjoying the feeling of being lonely in a city of millions of people where everyone is talking and there is no one left to hear what is being said. Barely I knew how I was so connected to what is inside me while I was writing. I remember sipping that hot cup of coffee and throwing all those words on paper. Words, words, words. Barely I knew how true it all was.

When I look back, it's hard to see myself in the person I was that time. At the same time, I am also sure that I was there if I think about what I wrote. Perhaps the part of me I can't recognize is the one I'm still struggling to accept.

These days I was playing a game with myself: I was thinking about friends of mine and I wondered whatever things and interests I connect
with them. For example, if I think about Hannah, I think about dance, about sharing feelings, about processes, about traveling and about laughing. If I think about Lukas, it's bouldering that comes to my mind. As well as gemini, academic intelligence and minimalist style. With Joyce I also connect bouldering but not only. Architecture, learning German... The way she puts her hair on a graphic pony tail, the way she wears her geometry inspired clothes and accessories. But what happens when I think about myself? Can I really point out what interests me and what my friends would connect with me? Somehow it's a hard task, I don't know why.

I do know that our lives are made of stories and encounters, which tell us a lot about ourselves and our world. However, I feel like I'm not conscious enough about me. As if I couldn't look at myself and appreciate what I've built and who I am.

I've been reflecting a lot on my own role in my own life. Emotional roller coaster day all over again. What do I want? What do I need? What is important for me? How to be responsible for my feelings and desires? For myself and for my environment? How to express and practice what feels good inside my heart? So many questions. Although the answers would be beautiful, I feel suffocated. I feel anxious. I let these questions become walls that surround me and interrupt my connections to anything and anyone.

So here I am, taking my time to write and it feels good. But still I try to put all my honesty in this text. Why can't I do this really? Why do I say I want to be honest but I don't really utter it? I still keep this distance, this barrier, this back door from which I can escape in any moment.

Someone told me once that sharing is a way of feeling responsible for what we write. This makes me imagine this writing as being a gift. In a way, I feel quite flattered about it. I can already imagine all the beautiful wrapping papers and laces I would use for packing it, so the experience of receiving this gift starts immediately with touching it, becoming inti-
mate with it. By peeling and unpacking it, the text would slowly become visible. It would be just there, naked and vulnerable. The beauty wouldn’t be in anything physical anymore. It would just come by reading and feeling what I wrote there. It’s just the words you read and the feeling they carry from my heart to yours. I thought this was a gift to you, but maybe it is a greater gift to me.
The Danger of a Single Story¹ about Bangladeshi Garment Workers

By Adiba Afros

I would like to ponder on the danger of a single story as described by Chimamanda Ngozie Adichie.

How does the ‘danger of a single story’ affect me, how does it affect the perceptions of labour rights in Bangladesh? What do people outside of Bangladesh think of the country, of Bangladeshi women? There is quite a variation in perspectives, some certainly more informed than others. It is not ignorance but more importantly the lack of diversity in the representation of Bangladesh that has caused such limited perspectives to persist. And so, in order to intervene, one must write, tell their story differently from how it has been told till now.

What stories do people hear about Bangladesh? Stories of devastation—poverty, flood and war? A common response is people asking - “Is it in India?” When I think of the kind of stories people should also recognize about Bangladesh, perhaps it is the beautiful winter months, when (at least) Dhaka, my home city, is incredibly festive. It hosts the renowned Literary Festival, Bengali Classical Music Festival, Art Summit, Chobimela (Photography Fair), various events that beckon crowds and talented artists, musicians, writers and poets from around the world. There are annual colourful celebrations for the Bengali New Year (Pohela Boishakh) and public holidays celebrating Muslim, Hindu, Buddhist and Christian religious traditions. These are also spaces in which some people² are also trying to break out of the negative stereotypes associated with the ‘Bangladeshi’ identity. Yes, there is destitution, discrimination,
overpopulation, corruption, pollution, many other negative ‘-tions’ one can think of, but these alone do not define the people from Bangladesh. Frustration at the global characterization of a country like Bangladesh is not only because of the limited positive references I have access to on a personal level, this has a significant impact on my work and academic interests on industrial labour rights in the Bangladeshi garment sector. This sector is often represented in international media through horror stories of sweatshops and low-paid workers. Images of men and women rallying under the scorching sun, stories of struggle to earn a decent wage. Stories that demonize the Bangladeshi government and employers, while victimizing the workers as one large homogenously destitute group. Such stories reduces the narrative of such a complex issue from the rest of the global supply chain, which also includes foreign brands and consumers. Considering that Bangladesh is the second largest producer of knitwear after China, it is quite probable that fashion consumers have worn a t-shirt stitched by Bangladeshi factory workers at some point in their lives.

Recent worker protests on increasing the minimum wage in the sector (which is almost half of the average estimated living wage) has led to mass arrests and termination of participating workers in the sector. These events have fuelled global campaigns and protests by consumers and activists from organisations such as the Clean Clothes Campaign to stage demonstrations in front of the Bangladeshi Embassies around the world. Around the same time, the Guardian also published a sensational piece on how the Spice Girls’ “gender justice” t-shirts were made in factories “where women earn the equivalent of 35p an hour”. Double strikes.

Yes, there are vital issues worth fighting for and all stakeholders should be held accountable, not just those in Bangladesh. More importantly, the media coverage of recent incidents failed to even grasp some of the key points of these protests and instead reframed the incident to focus on issues that may be more interesting to its readers. To clarify, workers were protesting to revise the minimum wage increase distribution
across the 7-point skills-based grading scale; workers in the sector are hired according to this scale but why report on this? Perhaps such details might push away the reader to swipe or click to the next article. The specifics somehow got lost, and so yet we have another story that victimizes and demonizes Bangladesh. Demanding the Bangladeshi government to increase the minimum wage to a living wage, while foreign brands consistently push local manufacturers to lower product costs or threaten to move orders to cheaper countries, is wishful thinking. Those concerned about working conditions and ethical consumerism, should also be mindful of the upper rungs of the global supply chain, about consumers’ willingness to pay premium prices for fairly produced goods and export taxes imposed on manufacturing countries like Bangladesh.

I have spoken to many men and women who are employed at garment factories, in their homes and the factories where they worked. Every time I read such negative articles on these international publications, I feel awfully distraught. I am afraid of what would happen if garment jobs were no longer available. It is true that much needs to be changed and it is far from perfect, similar issues of labour violations hold true for garment manufacturing sectors in European countries as well, but these are seldom paraded in the Guardian, BBC and other prominent new sites. Bangladeshi workers only appear in stories of exploitation, so much so that it has become the dominant narrative for them. Seldom are stories published about women who were the first in their families to migrate to cities to find employment in factories, who became economically independent through ‘garments jobs’ and because of which they have a greater say within their families and when it comes to taking important life decisions such as getting married at a later age. Rarely are stories told about women who contrary to societal taboos exercised their agency and divorced their abusive, alcoholic and/or addicted husbands to restart their lives and earn for their children through garment jobs. These stories stand as evidence of women who have agency and are more than passive victims of a ‘global order of exploitation’.
I recently went to an event on Sustainable Fashion in Berlin, a representative from a reputable organisation that promotes global supply chain transparency and upcycling fashion bluntly stated that (slightly paraphrased here) “It is not our task to create jobs for people in Bangladesh, they can surely find other alternatives, like engineering to clean the rivers.” She mentioned this in reference to the possible threat of losing jobs should consumers choose to boycott clothes produced in Bangladesh. I was baffled by such a statement—engineering alternatives for workers who barely finished secondary schools!? Most of the workers employed in the garment sector start working at a young age of around 16 years old onwards, some even younger, they opt for factory jobs as otherwise it would threaten their basic survival. For such a demographic, the labour-intensive industrial sectors are currently the second highest provider of jobs for women after agriculture. Even people with college degrees struggle to find jobs elsewhere as other employment options remain underdeveloped to accommodate the growing population. Indeed, economic sensibility and long-term thinking would prompt the government to diversify into other sectors and create more jobs for people, however, that has not happened yet. A common alternative to factory jobs, especially for women, is to seek work as a domestic helper (often referred to as maid or servant), where work is even more precarious and with no oversight on working conditions. Say that there were no longer garment jobs available in Bangladesh, would international media and activists then report on the lives of the unemployed men and women?

It is not so simple to pull out the carpet from beneath people’s feet, but perhaps it is easier to do it from a distance as those who push for such changes do not have to physically live and suffer the consequences of their actions.

A single story of exploited workers can indeed be dangerous for those that the consumers/activists seek to ‘save’. 

2 These events primarily attract middle/upper classes. When thinking of less classist narratives...it is difficult even for me, as my language of thought is in English, a tongue of the privileged. This is perhaps a topic for another time.

3 (Murphy, 2019)

4 For more information on brand purchasing practices in Bangladesh, see: https://www.dhakatribune.com/business/commerce/2017/05/03/rmg-buyers-manufacturers-price

5 Regarding taxation practices, a report notes that “Western buyers have not shown any inclination in the direction of redistributing some of their profits, despite the ‘win-win’ arguments in its favor but their governments are in a position to make a difference. These governments currently claim some of the revenue generated by value chain production - in the form of tariffs in the case of the US and VAT in the case of the EU (Sobhan, 2014; Norfield, 2011). For instance, Bangladesh has been paying higher tariffs than any of the other 232 countries that export to the US longer before Rana Plaza, because it is primarily an exporter of garments. Thanks to disproportionate political clout exercised by the small but powerful textile industry that remains in the US, garment imports carry higher tariffs than almost all other imports, despite the fact that these tariffs have done little to protect jobs in the US26. To underscore what this means, Sobhan points out that the tariff revenue of $720 million raised annually by the US government not only exceeded the total wages paid to garment workers in the year of Rana Plaza but it was considerably greater than the $200 million a year that the US provides in overseas aid to Bangladesh: the tariffs thus represented a net transfer of resources from a poorer country to one of the world’s richest.” (Kabeer, Huq, & Sulaiman, 2019)

6 For more information see Clean Clothes Campaign report “Europe’s Sweatshops” (2017): https://cleanclothes.org/livingwage/europe

8 Child labour is a controversial issue but it is also important to understand the alternatives within the context of Bangladesh such as the availability of support for working parents, financial problems. I am not justifying Child Labour here, just stating that the reality is far more complex than it may seem.

9 Source: (Khatun, 2018) https://www.thedailystar.net/supplements/womens-participation-the-job-market-1545181
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Do you ever wonder how everything you have learned during your life is another piece of information that fits with something you already know before – and how the order in which you gather this information might also have a significant influence on how you position this information in relation to each other?

How exactly does all of this align? If I had heard about something at another point in my life, would my thoughts have been completely different? But then: historicity. Every thought that you ever heard/learned/read is in itself also a product of a complex interaction of circumstances, events, and times. Some might attribute these thoughts to the singular genius mind of one person (usually male in the imagination) who just spontaneously comes up with whatever great thought and is forever praised for it. I say: this is highly unlikely. By looking at historicity, I want to debunk the myth of the solitary genius mind. I want to take this rhizomatic, intertwined understanding of texts, theory and material world and trace how it is productive. What additional information can we get if we look not just at the information at hand, the context that it came from, where it originated, but also at our own situation at the moment of encounter with a specific thought? What do we see that we would otherwise miss? How can we deepen our understanding of things by relating them to our present situation? And, in consequence: How can we develop theoretical thoughts that are informed by this and yet aware of the fragmentary nature of such a thought?
You are the subject that is doing the research, the nodal point of your own thought, of your own history. How can you avoid that what you research about is only the object of your observation? Is there a way of showing the intra-activity, as Karen Barad calls it, how what was formerly named "subject" and what was formerly named "object" interact with one another?

The researcher is the place where this interaction takes place. You reform what you read by virtue of your own experience. Neuroscience tells us that the way you cluster knowledge is complex, but that emotions also play a big part in it. So why do humans so easily classify scientific knowledge as utterly different from emotional memory?

Knowledge can hurt us, it can make us feel lesser, but, on the other hand: it can also empower us. By finding out something about a topic that is very personal for you – like discovering that there is feminist science that questions invisibly embedded patriarchal values – you feel uplifted. How could conventional philosophy trick you for such a long time into thinking that there was no alternative? If you read an article that shows recent research of how many people – a significantly bigger amount of them female – have to suffer sexual harassment at their workplace, this also touches you on an emotional level. Do not just take this information as a value-neutral token that can be reused at another point, let it point towards all of the experiences you yourself have made, and at narratives of people you know, and at the faceless crowd of all those you do not know. Scientific knowledge always points beyond itself. And it is through you that it points beyond itself. In the process of pointing, you are transformed, and the knowledge is as well. Even the results of so-called "hard sciences" are not monolithic. They are read, they transform the reader, they prompt further thought. They may raise disapproval or praise, or they might fit into someones narrative as exactly that puzzle piece that was missing all along.

In the author, there are many more mechanisms at work than usually described by what we call "academic research", or the production of results and text. It has never NOT been personal. That mythical time does not exist where whatever people were thinking about was not in-
fluenced by their own history – including their intellectual history. And that is the best thing about human intellect: by virtue of everyone being different, being positioned in a distinct historical and socioeconomic situation, being so intersectionally diverse, there are as many different reworkings of every single thought, as small as it might be, as there are humans.

The ultimate ethical act for Levinas is: Approaching the other without preconceptualizing what or who they are. Likewise: thought. Let it come at you, and don’t violently foreclose emotional reactions it might prompt. Be ready to be touched, feel into the reaction. Be ready to be touched. Be ready to be touched by a thought you might have never thought before. Be ready to research, within yourself: How does this thought come to be, what does it link to, and why? How is it embedded in your own layers of memories and knowledge, where are the points leading beyond themselves without knowing where? Vectors, like in math class drawings. I remember learning of vectors for the first time and of the fact that, even though seemingly parallel on paper, they inevitably touch somewhere in space because space is not flat. I imagined all the parallel vectors drawn into our books and how they would meet and cross and where that might be. Or at what time! How fast does thought travel along a vector? How far does it go? Only until it discovers another object? Or is it not a mere object anymore, but a subject in its own right, diffracting the vector, mirroring it, maybe throwing it back at where it came from, maybe somewhere entirely different?

It is a vector that brought me here: I travelled along its lines to figure out how thought works. How thought is interconnected with the outside. It is not mere language: In line with Karen Barad, we have to take into account the materiality of things – how they are transformed by one another in every instant of proximity. Close vectors that run alongside each other will cross, inevitably space is not flat, remember – but how does one determine if they are merely close or overlapping? Who is to measure that, and by what means? Language, again, since I am not talking about mathematical constructions: So you will say “that’s close to what I
thought” upon hearing someone else’s account of the same situation or same text passage, or you will say "I agree but there is this aspect you did not take into consideration” – and in that instant, you could always add: “You do not take into consideration by virtue of xxx”. There is a reason the other person might not point something out that is quite obvious to you, and this reason is the historicity of thought. You might be close, might even come so near as to feel the heat of the other’s thought, but might not see quite the same. What does “close” or „overlapping” mean when there is no indication of the breadth of the vectors anyway? Of the scope of the thought? Does it stay the same continually, or does it grow and merge over time as it picks up other details and fragments and experiences?

Maybe I should have written: The vector starts with you. It is what is pointing beyond yourself in a thought you are processing. It is what can touch upon other objects and be changed by it. But, then let’s take a look at the ways thoughts can influence each other. Let’s look at a mode of function – that has, literally, held most of history together: the bolt and the nut.

Wikipedia teaches me new things: the inside of the nut/ respectively the outside of the bolt have a surface that is threaded. Threaded surfaces stick to one another by friction, stretching and compression. I am specifically interested in the friction at this moment: The friction that is created by the miniscule lines, the threads on the outside/inside of the object falling into the right place. You screw it in, you make it fall in the right place –but you also have to turn the bolt in the right direction in order for it to fit. It will only go in if you do this right, there is a rule for that: which direction you have to turn and how parts fit into one another. You have to know the rule. There is not much to be done with violence if you get it wrong and cannot figure out the system (picture an Alien situation). If you use force, you will most likely ruin the threads and it will not hold again. On the other hand: screw the other way and you will take everything apart, intended or not. But, then: If you screw a bolt into a nut, what is the direction anyway? What is it relative to?
Let’s apply this movement to thought: This could be the way someone pictures an argument. One piece/thought goes into the other exactly in one way. The threading, what one could call the specific properties of the argument, align with each other in a certain way. Which way? That’s the challenge of the theoretician. But if it is done, if the two of them fit together, it will stay like that for a long time: arguments tied so closely together that you forget that they were, in the beginning, just two lines of thought, two mere vectors – and that someone, at some point, saw how they could fit together. The thought becomes self-evident over time, the nut and bolt, individuals at first, dissolve under layers and layers of grease and dirt, hard to tell apart, even harder to actually be taken apart: It would require a lot of WD-40 and a technician’s eye for detail. But what if one screws it open anyways? What if the claim that there are individual nuts and bolts already makes them visible, to the eye and thus deconstructable?

Picturing arguments as nuts and bolts, it is clear that there is not much space for the “individual”. But, then, how individual are we really if our subjectivity is also something always under construction by virtue of interaction with the Other, the outside? Are we also a nut for something’s bolt? How are we, as persons, threaded? And how do specific thoughts go into “us” – and, most importantly, how do they leave us?

Associations. How to weld pieces of thoughts together in a meaningful manner: this goes here and this goes there and I can say this using that, and so forth. Take this piece you found interesting there and make it something new by combining it with what you found elsewhere – or just in yourself. It is an argument, baby, and the only one to carry it out is you. You are the one deciding on its structure, its architect, its envisioner, its host: invite the parts into your garden, to your party, let them mingle and dance and catch them just in the moment of self-alignment, before self-betrayal, before passing out.


In diesem Zusammenhang bietet Intersektionalität für mich einen anhaltenden Prozess der Anti-diskriminierungs- und Widerstandsarbeit, für eine sozial-politisch gleichberechtigte globale Gesellschaft in Zeiten des Rechtsrucks. Intersektionalität bedeutet für mich, bewusst Verantwortung zu tragen, sowie die Aufgabe, Antidiskriminierungs- und Gleichstellungspolitiken in
Europa und darüber hinaus partizipativ zu gestalten, um strukturelle Ungleichheiten und fest eingefahrene Machtstrukturen zum Schwanken zu bringen.
THOUGHT

YOU

YOU

YOU
This is not the ultimate guide to writing — nevertheless, here are some tips and tricks

This section was written during our second to last session of the semester. The goal was to collect some of our experiences and conclusions in order to share them with others interested in and struggling with the writing process – as we have shared our struggles and achievements with each other the past months. We wrote the following in approximately 45 minutes and surprised ourselves with the amount of text we were able to produce in this short time. In this way the text is both a documentation of some of the methods we have used and a testament to the effect of these.

The following is written and edited by Adiba Afros, anonymous, Berit Carstens Flora Löffelmann, Lukas Kofoed Reimann, Meike Bartlema, Rodrigo Zorzanelli, Sofia Casarrubia.

Keep writing – just do it

Just do it. Yes. All you need is a pen and a paper. Or your computer or mobile phone if you prefer. Nothing more. Sit down, take ten minutes of your time and start writing. About what though? What is your inspiration for today? It doesn’t matter. Just write. You will see how the words will flow and you will always have something to write about. This might sound a bit scary, I know. Staring at a blank page and not knowing where to head with it. But trust me. It works! A little tip here: if you feel blocked, you can also just write about that. Write about how you wish you were inspired. Write about how you were supposed to be writing
but you can’t. Just write and keep writing. Ten minutes. The clock will tell you when to stop. If you do that for a couple of days of weeks, it will become a habit. It doesn’t even have to be ten minutes if you don’t want. Perhaps just five. Perhaps just three sentences and no watch involved. It doesn’t matter. What matters is that you keep writing. Anything. Just write. It makes sense if you collect all these writings somewhere. After a month or a given timeframe you decide, go back to that very first day. Start reading everything you’ve written, and I am sure you will have something there. I can’t tell you what it will be, but I also don’t have to. You will see that you’ve written exactly what you had to write. And keep writing!

Don’t be too self-critical

Being overly self-critical can take all the fun out of the writing process. Even worse, it can stop you from writing anything at all. At times, I felt so much pressure to write something that was instantly good and interesting and funny, that I completely froze before I even started. I think it’s okay to write silly things and pretentious poems and boring monologues about your private life, at least if you’re having fun writing it. So please, refrain from being too self-critical. Some of these writings may actually be helpful for developing a thought, or you might be able to use something for later texts. And some writings will be completely useless and make you cringe. Both is totally fine!

Fake it ‘til you make it

The text is not your judge: first, there is only you and the paper, you and the page. The page does not know you, more so, it is not even interested in you. It does not know your affiliations, your knowledge, your status, what is in your bank account or how many PhDs you have to your name. To the page, you could be whoever – and that is the most freedom you will ever have: Write as if your first book was just at the printer’s, write as if you got paid 10 Euros for every line of poetry you pro-
duce, write as if there was a person hand lettering all your thoughts onto building walls, as if people were queueing a night ahead to listen to your thoughts.

Stop romanticizing creativity
Don't think about writing like it's something you can only do in a black leather notebook with a glass of red wine in a candle-lit bar, after a genius idea just suddenly hit you out of nowhere. Just start writing, whenever, wherever. You might get the most inspiring thoughts during breakfast after a good night of sleep in a super boring week, who knows.

separate creativity and critique
a really great tip for the writing process is to separate the process of being creative from the process of being critical. this tip is inspired by peter elbow 1998 who very helpfully describes how these two processes often conflict with each other. instead elbow suggests to consciously keep them apart:
try to write as freely and uncritically as possible
try to avoid worrying too much
try to be completely open and allow yourself just to produce words - any words!
and then at some point return and look at your text through a critical lens
it's true: it helps!

Be ready to be surprised
You sit in front of an empty paper and you have to start writing. You don't know where to start and what to write about. Your head seems empty like the page in front of you in this very moment.
You think of just leaving the space, leaving the empty paper, going for a coffee or surfing online on social media. You hold on, you turn your internet-connection of and you come back to your empty paper and then you just start writing. From on letter to another. You are bringing one and another word out. You look to you self while you write your first sentence. You make a point. An a second and a third sentence starts appearing on your page.

You have written a page and while you think, „okay you just wrote a paper for the garbage“. Some days later you hear yourself reading the text twice aloud to your fellow students during class.

While you’re not sure if your reading is making any sense to them, you listen carefully to their feedback. They tell you how structured and clear your text has been received.

Relieved and with an inner smile to yourself, you leave the room to get some fresh air outside.

**Start with yourself**

You might think that you - “yourself” - is no academic authority. (But what or who is an academic authority anyway?) In allowing yourself to be your own focus of research, you value your own experiences and situate yourself, which opens your writing for criticism.

Maybe within writing about your own ideas, questions and experiences, you even realize how you already are an expert for a special topic. Writing about something personal and putting it into a bigger context could also be a relief. Read “When Death Cuts Apart: On Affective Difference, Compassionate Companionship and Lesbian Widowhood.” by Nina Lykke and experience the power of personal writing.
just follow the rules!

if you struggle with having yourself as an authority - can’t motivate your inner (very intelligent but very uninspired, sensitive, self-critical and maybe also sometimes very lazy) artist - a way to push yourself to get started is to follow a set of rules: any rules. you can make up some yourself or you can ask other people to make them or you can get inspired by peter elbow 1998 “poetry as no big deal” - however, a defined structure or specific rules can lighten the pressure and make the blank open world of creativity feel less intimidating

Start with a poem

If you have the problem of sitting in front of a blank page and do not know how to start (as everyone has at some stage!), just start with a poem. You could simply use two phrases that Peter Elbow proposes in “Poetry as No Big Deal”:

1. phrase: „I remember...“
2. phrase: „I wish...“

Start every sentence with the phrase you chose. Do not think too much about it, just write down what comes to your mind. (Of course, you can choose any other kind of repeating phrase.)

Maybe your poem will consist of only three sentences or it will fill up six pages. Both is fine. Now you probably feel a relief of pressure, you have done research within your own thoughts and you have the perfect starting point for writing what you actually want or have to write. Plus: If you now use the revising-method of cutting it up and just cut off the phrase at the beginning and give it a new order, you will probably have already a nice text.
Writing is Thinking

Are there thoughts stuck in your mind? Is it playing over and over again, the same words and sentences like a broken record player? Write it down.

Write it down and all the associated thoughts with it, create a poem, a sketch, a paragraph, just spill it all out, because once the thoughts materialize into visible words, it you may feel somewhat relieved. Relieved from the burden of those words in the head by transferring them into another object. Or, it may be the starting point of a longer chain of thoughts. The way we think eventually turns into actions that affect ourselves and those around us, and so it is necessary that we process our thoughts with greater care. Writing is perhaps a solution to this. It is not necessary to write for others, but for this particular purpose, to think, it has been worthwhile to have a conversation with myself to understand how and why I think the way I do. My mind unfortunately does not have a very reliable short-term memory space as an auto-saving Word Document; minor but important conjectures tend to slip out, a Word Document can save that in seconds. Understated wonder of the technological era.

During the past few instances of freewriting, I wrote about topics swirling in my mind, and instead of moving on to the next thought, I decided to dig deeper. It turned into an unexpected exercise towards self-realization, about my positionality within each topic. I did not find definitive answers, and neither was that the purpose – I wanted to explore the past: experiences that led to a particular way of thinking about a topic, the present: how I am affected by it and possibly others and, the future: what such a way of thinking entails.

I do not think or write in such a linear manner, far from it. Through writing I have realized that my thinking process is more like a multi-dimensional constellation of interlinking experiences, ideas and perceptions, it is somewhat akin to the complexity of being a human being.
Nothing profound; it just means that it is okay to accept and embrace with how fucking confusing everything is and no wonder we screw up so often. At such instances, the written thoughts may have a valuable role to play. We can go back to our writing to see whether we dismissed any important minor conjectures before we prematurely acted to screw things up, and I can only hope that over time, with greater practice and self-reflection, I will have fewer instances of repeating the same mistakes in life.

Use another metaphor

What is the last object that you found interesting? What is the last process that caught your attention? The last place that made you stop your walking in bewilderment? In writing, we embody the structures we encounter in the world because – let's say it like it is – humans like to adhere to structures they already know. A text, 'they' say, is like a building you build, one stone atop the other, structures, hierarchies, dichotomies, clarity. But what if texts were more like a pond? A deep dark hole in the ground pulling you downwards when merely gazing at it? Is there a monster at the ground? Or the decomposed corpses of forgotten children? What could that thought be, and how would it sound?

(Toxic)perfectionism

We all love us some Britney – but trust me, this is as much toxicity as we want in our lives. So, the next time you find yourself re-reading your term paper for the tenth time at two in the morning with tear-filled eyes, the cat already purring up your leg to ask if everything is alright with their favorite human, do the smart thing: Let our Lord and Savior Ms. Spears’s delightfully autotuned voice guide you out of this situation. Because we should never forget: She lived through and sang about it, so we do not have to do this anymore. Go and get your taste of a poison paradise elsewhere!
Sharing is caring

Sharing is caring and there is nothing else left to say. When you share your text, you care about yourself, about the time you have invested into producing your piece. Not only time. You also care about your feelings inserted in between your words. You care that you have something to share, so you acknowledge this need in you. Sharing is caring because you are also caring for the reader. We all have been in situations when we have read something, and these paragraphs or pages really touched us. Maybe it was one simple sentence, but it was exactly what we needed to read in that moment. You never know who you are going to touch with what you write. You also don’t know how you are going to feel whenever you share what you have written. What you know though is that if you don’t share, these opportunities won’t even exist. So, start sharing and start caring!

Read it aloud:


Intersectionality
Just cut it up/off

“Off with their heads!” shouts the Queen of Hearts very loud without any mercy in her voice. She is desperately angry when she finds out that her garden’s roses were actually white. They were just painted red. All the blood comes up with her rage and her own face turns red. As a punishment, the painters will be decapitated.

This was the first image that came to my mind when thinking about cutting something off. Perhaps cutting something off is often seen as negative. But why though? It might actually be quite helpful. When you write, you will have a lot of material. The more, the merrier. But what can you do with a lot of material? You can just leave it and then it’s nothing but material. Or you can treat it, polish it, transform it into one piece, one text that collects many of your thoughts and ideas into one composition. How do you do that? You extract the most valuable parts and the rest, you just cut it off. Don’t be afraid of it. Cut it! Differently from the Queen of Hearts, you’re not beheading here. You are rather painting the roses red. Just don’t let her find out about it.

Meet up with friends and write!
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